Gotherington NDP Steering Group Meeting Minutes
7:15pm on day 10th March 2016 at David’s House
Present: David Ward, Simon Tarling, Phil Aplin, Howard Samuels, Caroline Ryman
Apologies: Iain Angus,

David informed the team on the telecon conversations with Michael Wellock and Keith Page of Alderton.
Michael would like us to send him all the data from the Consultation forms including the SG comments and
analyses. Keith Page was quite confident that the TBC would protect us from unwanted development.
The team then concentrated on the analysis of the comments extracted from the Consultation forms.
The Analysis of all those who had objected on Consultation forms was examined and comments recorded.
The Analysis of all those who supported the various policies on Consultation was examined and comments
recorded.
Since the Consultation Period was completed on 11th March, all remaining completed forms and the final data
from Survey Monkey would be sent to David for data-entry,
Collection by Howard and Simon
The spreadsheets of Objections and Supports to be updated and sent as PDFs to both Micel Wellock and Elin
Tattersall.
David
It was felt that we were prepared for the meeting with Kirkwells and GRCC on March 21st.
It was agreed that a notice of thanks to all residents for completing the forms (amounting to 150 in total)
would be posted on the Gotherington website.
David, Phil and Howard
It was also agreed that the SG would try to encourage people attending the fete in June would be encouraged
to vote for our GNDP.
Kirkwells will be asked to comment on the large development proposed by Charles Church on site No 14 in
Malleson Road. Kirkwells will also be asked to plan a suitable policy showing the density of dwellings has a
higher priority than actual numbers.
David
Finally it was agreed that the SG would prepare Question and Answer report which addressed objections,
suggestions and queries entered on the Consultation forms and provided answers phrased in a generic format.
SG
The meeting closed at 9:00pm

David Ward

